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In recent years, the decoration market has developed fast as the economy 
increased fast in a long term in our country. People are paying more and more 
attention to their living environment, hoping that they can take part in the whole 
visible and transparent decoration process in which qualified, environmentally 
friendly and durable decoration materials are used inexpensively. All this calls for a 
higher level normalization of the decoration market. Home improvement companies 
have been making every effort all these years to reform and plan in home 
improvement project management, design service, project quality, project 
transparency and so on ,to improve the service, gain the trust and reputation from 
clients, as well as awareness and the core competitiveness of their companies.    
The improvement of service has integrated project process of the company, and 
uncovered the workflow and demand of every role. A business management system 
of home improvement company, which is convenient and practical to meet the need s 
of home improvement companies, has been set up by using the web technology. This 
system has been rebuilt and reorganized, on the basis of research on the basic theory 
and operation of web information architecture, after the research on the industry 
theory, business process and demand of clients, with the design and achievement of 
the system’s organization, structure and show as its focus. The research purpose of 
this thesis lies in the optimization of information architecture and interaction design, 
in the premise of guaranteeing the basic service functions of a home improvement 
company. The biggest feature of the system is to exhibit the interaction in the most 
convenient, direct and efficient way, by meeting the need of clients and role usage 
analysis. 
This thesis combines the PHP three-tier architecture with Ajax in software 
system implementation, and achieves software functional requirements in 
engineering technology foundation design. It has taken the scalability of the software 















practicality and flexibility of the system, by combining the business process mainline 
with the role analysis location in the system design. 
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在其中并不占有任何优势。比如北京每年装修有 50 万户，有 400 多亿经营消费，
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